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Correcting spelling, punctuation and grammar

Your work will be marked across all subjects to help you improve your literacy. 

This is the code that will be used. 
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Year 11 - Art & Design - Cycle One

A Art Terms 1

1 Aesthetics
Branch of philosophy that is concerned with the nature of beauty 

and taste

2 Allegory
The subject of the artwork is used to symbolise a deeper moral 

or spiritual meaning

3 Archive
A store of documents or artefacts of a purely documentary 

nature

4 Appropriation
The practice of artists using pre-existing objects or images in 

their art with little transformation of the original

5 Biomorphic
Abstract forms or images that refer to living forms such as plants 

and the human body

6 Chiaroscuro
Extreme contrast between light and dark tones for dramatic 

effect

7 Curator
Someone employed by a museum or gallery to manage a 

collection of artworks or artefacts

8 Entropy The inevitable and steady deterioration of a system or society

9 Flâneur
French term meaning ‘stroller’ used to identify an observer of 

modern urban life

B Art Terms 2

1 Motif A recurring image or pattern that appears in a work of art

2 Picture plane Refers to the physical surface of the painting

3 Plein air Meaning ‘outdoors’ and refers to painting outside

4 Primitivism The fascination of European artists with tribal art from Africa

5 Realism
Mid-nineteenth century art movement characterised by subjects 

painted from everyday life in a naturalistic manner

6 Replica A copy of a work of art that appears identical to the original

7 Sublime
Art that refers to a greatness beyond all possibility of calculation, 

measurement or imitation

8 Symbolism
Art movement that prioritised the expression of an idea over the 

realistic description of the natural world

9
Trompe 

L’oeil

French phrase meaning ‘deceives the eye’ used to describe 

paintings that create the illusion of a real object or scene

10 Vanitas
Still-life artwork which includes various symbolic objects that 

remind the viewer of their mortality

C Art Terms 3

1 Found object A natural or man-made object that is found by an artist and kept because of an interest the artist sees in it

2 Fresco Mural painting technique that involves painting with water-based paint directly onto wet plaster

3 Gestural The application of paint in free sweeping gestures with a brush

4 Iconography The iconography of an artwork is the imagery within it

5 Impasto Refers to an area of thick paint or texture, in a painting

6 Kitcsh Used to describe cheap, vulgar and sentimental forms of popular and commercial culture

7 Maquette Model for a larger piece of sculpture, created in order to visualise how it might look

8 Memento mori An artwork designed to remind the viewer of their mortality and of the shortness and fragility of human life

9 Montage An assembly of images that relate to each other in some way to create a single work or part of a work of art 4



Year 11 – Business GCSE – Cycle 1

A Part A

1 Internal Finance Money raised from sources within the business

2 External Finance Money raised using sources outside the business

3 Cash Flow Money flowing in and out of the business

4 Forecasting Predicting future outcomes

5 Break Even
Revenue and costs are equal so the business is not 

making loss or profit

6 Returns
Refers to what businesses get back in return for  

investments or other input

7 Gross Profit
Revenue; cost of sales profit after taking away direct 

costs

8 Net Profit

Profit after taking away both direct and indirect costs, 

otherwise known as the bottom line or profit for the 

year

9
Statement of 

Position

Shows a business’ financial situation at a given moment

by comparing assets and liabilities

10
Statement of 

Income

A statement showing a business’ revenues and costs, 

thus profit or loss over time

11 Liability Money owed by the business which must be paid back

12 Asset
Items of value owned by the business, either in cash 

form or which can be turned to cash

13 Entrepreneur
Someone who is willing to take risks involved in starting 

a new business

14 Consumer
Someone who uses goods and services produced by 

businesses

15
Factors of 

Production

The resources a business uses to provide their goods and 

services: land, labour, capital, enterprise

B Part B

1
Opportunity 

Cost

The sacrifice made when making a decision between two 

options

2
Secondary 

Sector 

Second stage of the production process, converting raw 

materials into products 

3 Tertiary Sector Final stage of production, providing a service to customers

4 Inflation The rate at which prices are increasing

5 Interest rates
The cost of borrowing money or the reward for saving 

money, expressed as a percentage

6
Limited 

liability

The owners of the business can only lose the amount of 

money they put into the business

7
Unlimited 

liability

Owner can lose money they invested and their personal 

assets; one legal entity

8 Company
A business that has its own legal identity; it can own items, 

owe money, sue and be sued

9 Shareholder
A person or an organisation that owns part of a company;

each shareholder owns a 'share' of the business

10 Aim A general goal of a business

11 Objective A specific target that is set for a business to achieve

12
Public Sector 

Organisations
Organisations owned by the government

13 Stakeholder
Individuals and organisations that are affected by, and 

affect, the activities of a business

14 Dividends The financial rewards paid out to shareholders each year

15 Tariff A tax on foreign goods imported into a country5



Year 11 – Drama – Cycle 1

B Performance Terms

1 Vocal / verbal skills Skills that focus on the use of voice

2
Physical / non verbal 

Skills
Skills that focus on the use of body

3 Performance skills
The range of skills used by an actor to 

bring character to life

4 Characterisation The creation of a fictional character

5
Performance 

conventions

A set of rules which the audience and 

actors follow which are different 

depending on the style of performance

C Design terms

1 Set The scenery and fixed objects on stage

2 Costume The garments worn by actors

3
Props / stage 

furniture
The moveable objects on stage

4 Sound Anything that can be heard on stage

5 Lighting The use of stage lights

A Written Terms

1 Aim / intentions What the playwright / director hopes to achieve in their interpretation

2 Social, cultural, historical context Circumstances of the time the play is set; it refers to the physical and social setting

3 Genre Type of dramatic work, e.g. a comedy

4 Style Manner in which piece is performed, e.g. physical style

5 Form The structure of individual scenes

6 Themes Main subject of the play, e.g. war

7 Staging The way the acting and technical comes together to use the space

8 Subtext
The underlying and often unspoken thoughts and motives of characters; what they really think and 

believe

9 Character motivation The reason behind a character's behaviour and actions in a given scene

6



GCSE – Economics- Paper 2- National Economics (Part 3)

A Economic growth 

1
Economic 

Growth
Growth in GDP over time

2
Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP)

The value of the output of goods and services produced in the 

economy in a year 

3 GDP per capita GDP divided by the total population

4 Real GDP GDP adjusted for the impact of inflation

5 Growth rate
A measure of the speed of economic growth (as a percentage 

increase)

6 Boom A period of high economic activity and high levels of employment 

7 Recession When there are at least two quarters of negative growth

8
Macroeconomic 

objectives 

Economic Growth, low unemployment , fair distribution of income, 

price stability

9
Economic 

Quarter 

A period of three months; used to measure economic over  time or to 

compare from one year to the next

B Employment & Unemployment 

10 Labour force The number of people who work in a country

11 Employment The use of labour in the economy to produce goods and services 

12
Employment 

rate

The percentage of those who are willing and able to work who are 

currently working

13 Unemployment 
When people who are willing and able to work are not able to find a 

job

14
Unemployment 

level
The number of people in the working population who are unemployed

15
Unemployment 

rate

The percentage of those who are willing and able to work who are not 

able to find a job

16 Claimant Count
A method of measuring unemployment which counts the number of 

people claiming unemployment benefits (job-seekers allowance)

C Types of unemployment 

14
Frictional 

unemployment
Unemployment caused by time lags in workers moving between jobs

15
Seasonal 

unemployment

Unemployment caused by a fall in demand for certain types of worker at 

certain times of year

16
Structural 

unemployment

Unemployment caused by a permanent change in the structure of the 

economy, e.g. the decline of an industry

17
Cyclical 

unemployment  

Unemployment caused by a fall in demand (recession) which goes away 

when the economy booms again 

D Fair distribution of income 

18 Income
The payment for a service provided by factors of production, e.g. labour 

receives a wage

19
Distribution of 

Income
How incomes are shared out between individuals and households

20 Wealth The market value of all the assets owned by a person, group or country 

21 Wages The payment for the provision of labour

22 Rent The payment for the provision of land

23 Interest The payment for the provision of capital

24 Profit The payment for the provision of enterprise

25 State benefits
Transfer payments made to those who require them such as job seekers 

or pensioners; also known as welfare payments

26 Gross income Income received before any taxes are taken or benefits given

27 Net income
Income available after any taxes are taken or benefits given; also known 

as disposable income

28 Inheritance The passing on of assets from one generation to the next 7



D Price Stability 

1 Price stability
When the general level of prices in an economy stays constant over 

time

2 Inflation A sustained increase in the general price level over time 

3 Costs of living The price level of goods and services (bought by an average family)

4 Rate of inflation The percentage rise in the general price level over time 

5
Consumer Price 

Index (CPI)

A method used to calculate inflation which calculates the change in a 

‘basket’ of 750 common goods and services 

6 Real values Nominal values which have been adjusted to account for inflation

7
Cost-push 

inflation
When prices rise due to rising costs for firms

8
Demand-pull 

inflation
When prices rise due to high demand in the economy

E Fiscal Policy 

9 Fiscal policy 
Adjusting Government spending and taxation decisions in order to 

alter the level of aggregate demand (AD) in the economy

10
Aggregate

Demand 

The total real expenditure (spending) on UK produced goods and 

services by households, firms, and Government 

11
Aggregate 

Supply 
The total quantities of goods and services firms are able to produce

12 Budget deficit Government spending is greater than tax revenue 

13 Budget surplus Tax revenue is greater than government spending 

14 Direct tax A tax on income or wealth 

15 Indirect tax A tax on spending on goods and services 

16
Government 

spending

The total amount of money spent by the government in a given period 

of time 

GCSE – Economics- Paper 2- National Economics (Part 3)

F Monetary policy 

17 Monetary policy 
Changing the interest in order to change the level of aggregate 

demand

18
Monetary Policy 

Committee (MPC)

A group of economists who vote on whether to change interest 

rates every month 

19 Inflation target 2%

G Supply-side policies 

20 Supply side policy

Policies which help to increase the productive capacity of the 

economy; they help the economy to be able to produce more 

goods and services

21 Privatisation Selling state-owned assets to the private sector

22 Deregulation Reducing barriers to entry to allow new firms to enter the market

23
Reducing trade

union power 
Legislation which reduces the ability of trade unions to go on strike

24 Subsidy
A subsidy is an amount of money provided to firms to help reduce 

production costs and increase supply 

H Limitations of markets 

25 Externalities 

These are the costs or benefits that are ignored in a market 

exchange; costs will be known as negative externalities and benefits 

are known as positive externalities

26 Negative externality Harmful effect on an economic activity on third parties

27 Positive externality Beneficial effect on an economic activity on third parties 

28
Information 

provision 

The government provides information to encourage people and

firms to change their behaviour 

29 Taxation
Taxes can reduce negative externalities by pushing prices up and 

reducing demand for those goods and services 

30 Subsidies 
The government gives firms grants which are used to lower costs 

and increase production and therefore increasing demand 

31 State provision 
When the government directly provides goods and services which 

benefit society 

32 Legislation Laws to control the way people and organisations behave 8



A International trade 

1 Exports Goods and services sold abroad 

2 Imports Goods and services bought from abroad 

3
International 

trade 
The exchange of goods and services between countries 

4 European Union 
An Economic and Political group that have free trade with 

each other 

5
Free Trade 

Agreement 

Free movement of goods and services between countries 

without any restrictions 

6 European Union 
An economic and political group of countries in Europe that 

have free trade with each other 

B Balance of Payments 

7 Balance of payments
The record of all financial transactions between one 

country and the rest of the world 

8 Current account 

The record of trade in goods and services, income flows 

and transfers between one country and the rest of the 

world 

9 Income flows Earnings on investments abroad  

10 Transfers 
The transfer of money without any requirement of 

payment 

11
Current account 

surplus 

Exports and inflow of income > Imports and outflows of 

income 

12
Current account 

deficit  

Imports and outflow of income > Exports and inflows of 

income  

13
Calculating balance 

of payments

Trade in goods + Trade in services + Income flows + 

Transfers 

GCSE – Economics- Paper 2- International Economics (Part 4)

D Problems of a BoP deficit 

16 Problem 1
Might reflect falling demand for domestic goods = higher 

UK unemployment 

17 Problem 2 Could be due to low productivity in economy

18 Problem 3 Increases the debt of a country as outflows > inflows 

C Cause of UK BoP deficit 

14 Cause 1
UK exports to EU have fallen due to weaker EU 

economies 

15 Cause 2
Higher UK incomes means higher demand for imports 

into UK 

E Advantages of BoP deficit 

19 Advantage 1 Reduces inflation due to decreasing total demand 

20 Advantage 2
Reduces exchange rate = increases international 

competitiveness of UK goods 

F Causes of BoP surplus (Exports > Imports)

21 Cause 1
Products are high quality & cheap = higher foreign 

demand 

22 Cause 2
Low domestic growth = people in UK demand fewer 

imports 

23 Cause 3 Fall in exchange rate 9



I Factors affecting Exchange rates 

1 Factor 1 UK goods become more desirable due to lower prices in UK

2 Factor 2
Incomes rise abroad = higher demand for UK goods = 

higher demand for Pound 

3 Factor 3

Interest rates rise in UK as foreign investors would want to 

save in UK banks to benefit from higher interest rate 

returns 

4 Factor 4 
UK becomes more attractive for foreign investment due to 

lower corporation tax or higher productivity 

GCSE – Economics- Paper 2- International Economics (Part 4)

J Currency conversion 

5 Convert £ into $ £ amount X $ exchange rate 

6 Convert  $ into £ $ amount / $ exchange rate 

K Globalisation 

7 Globalisation 
Expansion of world trade in goods and services leading 

to greater international interdependence 

8
Causes of 

globalisation 

Improvement in transportation, worldwide foreign 

investment, improved technology

9
Measuring 

development 

GDP per capita, life expectancy, access to healthcare, 

technology, education

10
Developed 

country 

A country with high GDP per capita and developed 

industry 

11
Less developed 

country 

An economy that has lower GDP per capita and lower 

levels of industrialisation 

G Causes of BoP deficit (Imports > Exports)

24 Cause 1
Structural problems in economy, e.g. poor quality goods, 

high prices 

25 Cause 2 Falling incomes overseas = lower exports

26 Cause 3 Rise  in exchange rate 

H Exchange rates 

27 Exchange rate The price of one currency in terms of another 

28
Rise in 

exchange rate

The price of a currency increases in terms of another 

currency, e.g. if the £ increases from £1:$1 to £1:$2, you 

need more $ to buy the same amount of £

29
Fall in 

exchange rate

The price of a currency decreases in terms of another 

currency, e.g. if the £ decreases from £1:$2 to £1:$1, you 

need less $ to buy the same amount of £

10



Year 11 – English Literature – Cycle One (An Inspector Calls)

A Writer’s Craft

1 Stage directions
Instructions for the actors about set, costume, 

actions, movement or speech

2 Dramatic irony The audience knows what the characters don’t

3 Setting The place and the time in which a story / play is set

4 Cliff-hanger
A dramatic and exciting ending to leave the audience 

in suspense

5 Playwright A person who writes plays

C Key Words 

1 Socialism
A political system of society in which industry is 

owned by all of government

2 Capitalism
A political system in which industry is controlled 

by private owners for profit

3 Patriarchy A system of society in which men hold the power

4 Hierarchy
A structure in which people or things are ranked 

according to levels of importance

5 Tension 

A feeling of fear or nervousness before an 

important or difficult event; a feeling of worry or 

anxiety

6 Class system How individuals are categorised in society

7 Reputation
The way you are viewed by others and your 

community

8 Hypocrisy
To pretend to behave and have beliefs that you 

do not actually have

9 Disempowered To deprive someone of their power

10 Responsibility 
When you have a duty towards someone or 

something

11 Epiphany 
A moment of sudden and great revelation or 

realisation

12 Realisation 
When you become fully aware that something is 

true or real

B Characters 

1 Inspector Priestley’s mouthpiece; advocates social justice

2 Mr Birling Businessman, capitalist, against social equality

3 Mrs Birling
Husband’s social superior; believes in personal 

responsibility

4 Sheila 
Young girl, comes to change views and pities Eva;

feels regret

5 Eric
Young man, drinks too much, rapes Eva, regrets 

actions

6 Gerald 
Businessman, engaged to Sheila, politically closest to 

Birling

7 Eva Smith
Unseen in play; comes to stand for victims of social 

injustice 11



Year 11 - English Language Paper 1 & 2 - Cycle One 

A Writer’s craft

1 Focus The centre of interest or activity

2 Shift A change from one place or thing to another

3 Foreshadowing A warning or prediction of a future event

4 Perspective A particular attitude or viewpoint

5 Cliff-hanger A dramatic and exciting ending

6 Tricolon
The repetition of three parallel clauses or 

phrases

7 Repetition Using a word twice or more for emphasis

8 Pace The speed or action of events in a story 

9 Alliteration
The same letter or sound repeated at the 

beginning of words

10 Sibilance The repetition of ‘s’ sounds

11 Simile Figurative language / imagery using ‘like’ or ‘as’

12 Metaphor
Figurative language / imagery that directly 

compares two things

13 Personification To give human qualities to an animal or object

14 Juxtaposition Placing contrasting ideas close together in a text

C Key words 

1 Triplets
Three words / phrases used together in a 

text

2
Emotive 

language

Specific words which create an emotional 

response in the reader

3 Hyperbole The use of exaggeration for emphasis

4 Symbolism Use of symbols to represent ideas/qualities

5 Tone The general mood or atmosphere of a text

6 Dialogue
A conversation between two or more 

people

7
Comparative 

adjective
A word used to compare two nouns 

8
Superlative 

adjective

A word used to compare three or more 

nouns 

9 Imperative verb Used to give a command or order

10 Personal pronoun
A word to show the person speaking or the 

person spoken to

11 Anecdote 
A short, interesting story about a real 

incident or person

12 Form Text type, e.g. letter or article

13 Audience
The target reader for a text, e.g. teenagers

or parents

14 Purpose 
Why the text has been written, e.g. to 

argue or to advise 12



Year 11 - English Literature - Cycle One (Macbeth)

A Writer’s craft

1 Foreshadowing A warning or indication of a future event

2 Soliloquy 
When a character is alone and speaks their 

thoughts aloud

3 Aside 
A remark that is intended to be heard only 

by the audience, not by other characters

4 Metaphor 
When a word, object or idea is used in place 

of another

5 Imperatives A verb used to give a command or an order

6 Pathetic fallacy
When the weather reflects the mood of the 

scene

7
Paradoxical 

language

A word / phrase with two meanings that 

doesn’t make sense

8 Imagery 
Visually descriptive language; paints a 

picture

C Key words 

1 Subvert To overthrow or undermine

2 Tragedy
An event causing great suffering, 

destruction, and distress

3 Tragic hero
A character who suffers as a result of a 

fatal flaw 

4 Hamartia 
A fatal flaw leading to the downfall of a 

tragic hero or heroine

5 Regicide The act of killing a King

6
Divine Right of 

Kings

The idea that the monarch is chosen by 

God

7 Unnatural
Goes against the ordinary course of nature; 

abnormal

8 Fate Something that is destined to happen

9 Apparition A ghost or ghostlike image

10 Downfall Loss of power or status

11 Supernatural
Things being above or beyond what is 

natural and unexplainable by natural law

12 Tyrant A cruel and oppressive ruler 

13 Tyrannical Using power in cruel and unfair way

14 Ambition
A strong desire or determination to do 

something

B Characters 

1 Macbeth 
Ambitious Thane; commits regicide; fatal flaw 

leads to downfall

2 Lady Macbeth Ambitious; regrets actions; loses control

3 Macduff Brave thane; betrayed by Macbeth; kills Macbeth

4 Banquo Macbeth’s close friend; murdered on his orders

5 Duncan King of Scotland; murdered by Macbeth

6 Malcolm Duncan’s son; flees to England, King at the end 13



Year 11 – French – Cycle One

A Vocabulary 

1 Goûter To taste 

2 Passer du temps To spend time

3 Rester un hotel de 5 étoiles To stay in a five-star hotel 

4 Reserver des billets To reserve tickets 

5 Voir un spectacle To see a show

6 Rater le vol / l’avion To miss the flight / plane

7 Une chambre A room

8 Prendre l’avion To take the plane

9 Partir en vacances To go on holiday 

10 Monter dans l’avion To get on the plane 

11 S’installer To settle 

12 Offrir des cadeaux To offer gifts 

13 Recevoir un cadeau / de l’argent To receive gifts / money

14 Se rencontrer To meet 

15 Chanter To sing

16 Aider To help

17 Dépenser de l’argent To spend money

18 Faire la fête To celebrate 

19 Bonne année / anniversaire Happy New Year / Birthday

20 Le réveillon Christmas Eve 

21 Joyeux Noel / Pâques Happy Christmas / Easter

B Phrases 

1 Je vais en vacances I go on holiday 

2 Je suis allé au Maroc I went to Morocco

3 Il y avait There was

4 Il y aurait There would be 

5 Il serait It would be 

6 Il y a du soleil It’s sunny

7 Il y avait du soleil It was sunny

8 Il pleuvait It was raining 

9 Le lit The bed 

10 Les feux d’artifices Fireworks

11 J’aimerais I would like

12 Apres avoir mangé / fait / vu After having eaten / done / saw

13 Je serais ravi I would be delighted

14 Une chambre d’hôtel A hotel room

15 Un repas traditionnel A traditional meal

16 Il faudrait / il faudra It was necessary / it will be necessary

22 Le sapin de Noel The Christmas tree

23 Le dinde Turkey

24 Le canard Duck

25 Le buche de Noël Christmas chocolate cake

14



GCSE Geography – Global Development

A Global Development

1 Development
The process of improving quality of life in a 

country

2
Development 

indicator

Information used to measure how developed 

a country is

3 Food insecurity Lack of availability of and knowledge of food

4
Gross Domestic 

Product per capita

The total value of goods and services 

produced by a country in a year, per person

5
Human 

Development Index

Gross National Income + life expectancy + 

average years in education

6
Uneven 

development

The differences in development level 

between countries

7 Variation Differences

8
Appropriate 

technology

Technology that local people can learn to 

operate and repair

9 International aid
When one country give money o resources 

to another

10 Multilateral aid
When an organisation gives money or 

resources to a country 

11 Emergency aid Short-term aid given to help in an emergency

12
Foreign Direct 

Investment

When a company invests in a company in a 

different country 

13 Fair Trade
AN agreement that supports producers to 

receive fair income and working conditions

14 Debt Relief Cancelling the debt one country owes

B India Case Study

1 Diaspora

A large group of people who come from a 

particular place, and now live all around the 

world

2
World Trade 

Organisation

An organisation designed to make trade 

easier between its member countries

3 Monsoon The season of heavy rain during summer 

4 Peripheral Not part of the main 

5 Regional variation Differences in different parts of the country

6 Demographics The study of population changes

7 Increased inequality The rich benefit and the poor do not

8 Geopolitics Relationships between countries

9 Foreign Policy
A governments strategy in dealing with 

other countries

10 Territorial disputes When countries are in conflict over land

11 Digital divide The unevenness of internet access

12 Consumerism
Social trend that encourages people to buy 

things

13 Smart Cities Mission
Programme to improve infrastructure in 100 

cities across India

14 INDC
Programme designed to develop renewable 

energy sources in India

2.2
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GCSE Geography – Changing UK landscapes

A Geographical Landscapes

1 Sedimentary Rocks formed in layers called beds

2 Igneous Rocks made from cooled volcanic material

3 Metamorphic Rocks formed by great heat and pressure

4 Tectonics Activity from the movement of earth’s plates

5 Tees-Exe Line Division between 2 geological parts of the UK

6 Glacial erosion
Process where landforms are made by the 

creation and melting of glaciers

1.1

B Landscape Processes

1 Weathering The breaking down of rocks in situ

2 Erosion The gradual destruction of rocks

3 Deposition The dumping of sediment by slow water

4 Mass movement
The downhill movement of material under 

the influence of gravity

5 Abrasion When rocks scrape something away

6 Attrition Rocks knocking against each other

7 Hydraulic Action
Water forcing air into gaps, making them 

bigger

8 Solution Water dissolving certain rocks

9 Transport Ways that sediment is moved around

C Coastal Landscapes

1 Longshore drift The movement of sediment across a beach

2 Destructive wave A wave which erodes a cliff with high energy

3 Constructive wave
A wave which deposits sediment, building a 

beach

4 Seasonality The differences between the seasons

5 Wave-cut platform A platform left behind after a cliff erodes

6 Prevailing wind The main wind direction in a place

D River Landscapes

1 River banks The sides of the river channel

2 River valley Low, flat area between hills where rivers run

3 Drainage basin The area drained by one river

4 Tributary A smaller river feeding into another

5 Oxbow lake A u-shaped lake left after meander cuts off

6 Levee A raised bank of sediment along river banks

7 Surface run-off
Water moving across surface of land to a 

river

8 Channelisation Straightening and deepening of a river16



GCSE - Geography – Rivers Fieldwork

B Urban Fieldwork

1 Correlation A relationship between variables

2 Radar Graph A graph that looks like a spiders web

3
Environmental

Quality Survey

A way of measuring the environment 

based on ranking categories

4 Choropleth map Map using colour to show data

3.1

C Rivers Fieldwork

1 Discharge
The volume of water flowing through 

a river channel

2 Cumecs (m3/s) Measurement of discharge

3
Cross-sectional 

area

The 2D area found when “slicing” a 3D 

area

4 Catchment area The area which is affected by something

5 Flood risk map Map produced by Environment Agency

6
Environmental

Agency

Government agency managing and 

reducing flood risk

7 Hydroprop A flow-meter that measures velocity

8 Cross profile
A “sliced” 2D view of a river's channel 

and valley

9 GIS Map with layers of data 

A Research, Sampling and Methods

1 Enquiry
The way geographers investigate 

something about the world

2 Methodology The chosen plan to enquiry 

3 Sample
The group of people or sites you 

choose to investigate

4 Stratified sample
Choosing people or sites based on 

pre-determined groups

5
Systematic 

sample

Choosing people or sites at equal

Intervals

6 Random sample Selecting people or sites without bias

7 Representative A sample which reflects the whole

8 Accurate
Evidence which is a true 

representation of reality

9
Positive 

correlation

As one variable increases, so does 

another

10 Continuous data
Data which has an infinite number of 

possible values

11 Discrete data
Data which exists in separate 

categories

12 Subjective Based on opinion

13 Objective Based on evidence 17



GCSE - Geography – UK Challenges

B Population and Economic Challenges

1 2-speed economy The uneven growth of the UK economy 

2 Greenfield site Site which was previously undeveloped

3 Brownfield site
A site which has previously been built 

on. 

4 Immigrant
Someone who moves to a new country 

or area

5 Economic migrant
Someone who moves for work-related 

reasons

6 Net migration = Immigrants - Emigrants

D Climate Challenges

1 Precipitation Rain, sleet, snow or hail

2
Salt-water 

encroachment

When sea water gets into groundwater 

supplies

3 Groundwater Water stored underground in soil or rock

4 Water deficits Not having enough water 

5
International 

agreements
Agreements made between countries

6 Urban sprawl
When cities keep extending over rural 

land

3.2

C Landscape Challenges

1 Conservation Protection of an area

2 National park
Large area of natural land protected by 

government

3
National Park 

Management Plan

Plan to developed National Parks 

sustainably with local people

4 Embankments Raised banks of the river

5 Storm surge
A temporary rise in sea level associated 

with low-pressure systems

6 Eutrophication
When pesticides and fertilisers are taken 

into the water sources

7 Managed retreat
Moving people away from risky coastal 

areas

A Consumption and environmental challenges

1 Natural resources Materials created naturally by Earth

2
Sustainable 

transport

Transport methods which are less 

damaging to the environment

3 Park and ride
A system where people park cars and 

get bus into city centre

4
Low-emissions 

zone

Areas where most polluting cars are not 

allowed to travel

5 Agriculture To do with farming

6 Agribusiness
Large-scale commercial farming and 

food

7 Congestion charge
Money paid if driving through 

congestion zone
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Year 11 – Health and Social Care – Cycle One

A Services

1 Primary care
Care where you can make your own 

appointment

2
Secondary and 

tertiary care 

Specialist medical care that you are referred 

to from a professional

3
Allied health 

professionals

support individuals who are experiencing 

both mental and physical health problems.

4
Social care for 

children

To help children attain their goal or children 

who are struggling

5

Services for 

children / adults 

with specific needs

Help for those with learning disabilities, 

sensory impairments, long term health 

issues, physical disabilities

6
Services for older 

adults

Help for people over the age of 65 who have 

need physical help or who have memory loss 

issues, e.g. dementia or who have become ill

7 Informal care Help from family, friends and neighbours

B Barriers

1 Physical Barriers
Issues getting into and around the facilities 

due to mobility

2 Sensory barriers Hearing and visual difficulties

3

Social, cultural 

and 

psychological 

barriers

Lack of awareness, differing cultural beliefs, 

social stigma, fear of loss of independence

4
Language  

barriers

Differing first language, language 

impairments

5
Geographical 

barriers
Distance of provider, poor transport links

6
Intellectual 

barriers
Learning difficulties or learning disabilities

7

Resource barriers 

for service 

provider

Staff shortages, lack of local funding, high 

local demand

8 Financial barriers
Charging for services, cost of transport, loss 

of income while accessing services
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Year 11 – Health and Social Care – Cycle One

C Life changes

1 Characteristic
Something that is typical of people at a 

particular life stage

2 Classification Grouping similar things into a category

3 Lifestyle
Involves the choices made that affect health and 

development such a diet and exercise

4 Menopause The ceasing (stopping) of menstruation

5 Contentment

An emotional state when infants and children 

feel happy in their environment and with the 

way they are being cared for

6 Self-image
How individuals see themselves or how they 

think others see them

7 Self-esteem

How good or bad an individual feels about 

themselves and how much they value their 

attributes

8
Genetic 

inheritance
The genes a person inherits from their parents

9 Gender role
The role and responsibilities determined by a 

person’s gender

10 Role model Someone a person admires and strives to be like

11
Material 

possessions
Things owned by an individual

D Lifespan development

1 Infancy
The first stage of development between 0 and 2 

years

2
Early 

childhood

The second stage of development between 3 

and 8 years

3 Adolescence
The third stage of development between 9 and 

18 years

4
Early 

adulthood

The fourth stage of development between 19 

and 45 years

5
Middle 

adulthood

The fifth stage of development between 46 and 

65 years

6
Later 

adulthood

The sixth and final stage of development from 

65 years onwards

7
Growth 

Spurts 

Periods of fast growth within a human; happens 

in the first three stages

8
Sexual 

Maturity 

When an individual’s reproductive organs are 

fully matured

9
Physical 

Maturity 

When an individual reaches their full height and 

the peak of physical fitness

10
Ageing 

process

Happens in later life - by about 65, individuals 

will have lost some strength and muscle tone
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Year 11 - History - Cycle One (Medicine)

A Causes of Illness Through Time  

1 Four humours
Ancient Greek belief that the body was made up of 

four fluids and that their imbalance caused illness

2 Mortality rate Is to the amount of people that died in a certain area

3 Plague 
An illness that was transported by fleas on rats that 

used to affect towns and cities 

4
Industrial 

diseases

Diseases that were more widespread in overcrowded 

industrial cities, including cholera and typhoid

5 Pandemic A disease that covers a large area or the whole world

6 AIDS
Acquired immune deficiency syndrome is a disease that 

attacks the immune system

B Prevention of Illness Through Time

1 Blood-letting
A process in which the skin is cut to allow blood to be 

removed in an attempt to rebalance the four humours

2 Alchemists 
Medieval scientists who studied metals in order to find 

the elixir of life which was believed to bring immortality 

3 Soothsayers

Medieval healers who believed they could tell the 

future and help people prevent dark spirits bringing 

them harm

4
Scientific

method

A method of detecting and preventing illness using 

observation and experimentation rather than theory

5 Vaccination
Injection of a mild form of disease to prevent yourself 

from getting a more dangerous version in the future

C Treatment and Cures of Illness Through Time

1
Herbal 

remedies

The use of herbs to create medicines to attempt to 

treat different ailments 

2
Barber-

surgeons

Men with little training or medical knowledge who 

would pull out teeth, mend broken limbs as well as cut 

hair

3 Anaesthetic
A drug used to lessen pain developed by James 

Simpson in 1847 

4 Antiseptic
A substance that was developed by Joseph Lister in the 

late 1800s to prevent infection after surgery

5 Antibiotics
Alexander Fleming accidently discovered penicillin in 1928 

and realised that it could destroy bacteria

6
Transplant 

surgery

The first transplant of organs took place in the mid 1950s, 

with Christian Bernard completing the first heart 

transplant in 1962

D Medical Knowledge Through Time

1 Hippocrates
An ancient Greek physician who developed the theory 

of the four humours

2 Galen
An ancient Greek physician who dissected animals to 

create theories about the human body

3 Renaissance

The rebirth of ancient ideas in the fifteenth to 

seventeenth centuries which caused physicians to 

question ancient ideas for the first time

4 Vesalius 

A professor of surgery in Italy who carried out 

dissections of human bodies and this allowed him to 

challenge Galen’s ideas

5 Louis Pasteur
A French scientist who discovered the link between germs 

and disease known as Germ Theory in 1861

6 Robert Koch
A German scientist who was able to identify the link 

between particular bacteria and diseases in the 1880s21



E Patient Care Through Time 

1
Christian 

hospitals

Medieval hospitals run by the church that relied on 

charitable donations and provided basic care to the sick

2
Endowed 

hospitals

Hospitals that emerged in the 18th and 19th centuries 

that were funded by wealthy individuals and treated 

conditions that might require surgery

3
Florence 

Nightingale

Set up the Nightingale School of Nursing in 1856 which 

helped nursing to be recognised as a profession for the 

first time

4
Beveridge

report 

A report by William Beveridge which reported five evil 

giants that the government should tackle relating to 

poverty and disease

5 Welfare state 

Was introduced after WWII to provide free health 

services and education as well as support for the 

unemployed

G Public Health Through Time

1 Public health  
The actions taken by the government to prevent illness 

and improve the health of the population 

2 Latrines  

Public areas where people could use the toilet in 

medieval England, but would often contaminate water 

sources

3 Laissez-faire

A 19th century attitude meaning that the government 

should not interfere with people’s lives or have to deal 

with public health 

4
Public Health 

Act 1875

A law which stated that local councils had to provide 

clean water and prevent contaminated food being sold

5 Clean Air Acts

The actions taken by the government in the mid-1950s 

to the mid-1990s to deal with polluted air in inner city 

areas

F
The British Sector of the Western-Front: Treatment and 

Care of the Wounded in the Great War

1
Conventional 

warfare

Traditional types of warfare in which guns had been 

used openly on battlefields to weaken enemy lines 

2
Trench

warfare

Developed during the Great War; saw the creation of 

large ditches from which soldiers fought and 

attempted to weaken their enemy

3 Schlieffen Plan
The German war plan which ended led to a stalemate 

between Germany, France and Britain

4 Stalemate

A situation where no side can advance or gain an

advantage over their enemy due to the use of trenches 

for defense 

5 Casualty rates 
Refers to the amount of people killed or injured on the 

battlefield

6 Gangrene
Decay to part of a person’s body because blood has 

stopped flowing there due to a bacteria found in soil

7 Trench foot

A fungal infection brought on by constant immersion of 

feet in water, leaving them numb, swollen and 

blistered

8 Triage

A system in which the wounded would be assessed 

before being sorted into groups depending on the 

severity of the wound

9 Plastic surgery 
A type of surgery focused on reconstructing parts of 

the body after bullet and shell damage 

10 Thomas splint

A type of splint invented by Hugh Owen Thomas which 

helped to prevent blood loss and infection which often 

resulted from broken legs

11 
Portable x-ray 

machines

Developed during the Great War by Marie Curie in 

order to treat soldiers on the battlefield 

Year 11 - History - Cycle One (Medicine)
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Year 11 - Foundation Maths - Cycle One

A: Index Laws

1 �� × �� ����

2 �� ÷ �� ����

3 (��)� ���

4 �
 1

5
��� 1

�

6
�

�
 ��

7
�

�
� ��

B: Types of Numbers

1 Square numbers 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100, 121, 144, …

2 Cube numbers 1, 8, 27, 64, 125, 216, 343, 512, 729, 1000…

3 Prime numbers 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, …

4 Fibonacci 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, …

C: Percentages

1 Multiplier for increase of n% 100 + n, then divide by 100

2 Multiplier for decrease of n% 100 – n, then divide by 100

3
Percentage change

Actual change

Original amount
 ×  100

4
Compound growth and decay

Starting amount ×  multiplie$�

where % is the number of years

D: Averages & Range

1 Mean Add up all the numbers and divide by the 

number of numbers

2 Median Put the numbers in order and find the 

middle number

3 Mode The most common number

4 Range Largest number – smallest number

E: Conversions

1 km  m × 1000

2 km2  m2 × 10002

3 km3  m3 × 10003

4 cm  mm × 10

5 cm2  mm2 × 102

6 cm3  mm3 × 103

7
1 litre = ____ ml 1 l = 1 000 ml

8
1 litre = ____ cm3 1 l = 1 000 cm3

9
1 tonne = ____ kg 1 t = 1 000 kg

10
1 kilogram = ____ g 1 kg = 1 000 g

11 1 gram = ____ mg 1 g = 1 000 mg
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H: Compound Measures

9 PFA Triangle

10 Pressure Force ÷ Area

11 Force Pressure x Area

12 Area Force ÷ Pressure

I: Quadratic Graphs

1 y-intercept

2 Roots

or solutions 

of f(x) = 0

3 Turning 

point

4 Line of 

symmetry

J: Further Graphs

1

2

3

4

F: Straight Line Graphs

1 x = a Vertical

2 y = a Horizontal

3 y = x Diagonal

4 y = -x Diagonal

G: Coordinates and Equations of Straight Lines

1 Formula for midpoint of 

(x1, y1) and (x2, y2)
(
&

�
�&




,

(
�
�(




)

2 Equation of a straight line y = mx + c

3 Gradient in the equation of a 

straight line

m

4 Y-intercept in the equation of a 

straight line 

c

5 Formula for gradient of line 

joining (x1, y1) and (x2, y2)

)2 + )1

,2 + ,1

6 Parallel lines… …have the same 

gradient

H: Compound Measures

1 SDT Triangle

2 Speed Distance ÷ Time

3 Distance Speed x Time

4 Time Distance ÷ Speed

5 DMV Triangle

6 Density Mass ÷ Volume

7 Mass Density x Volume

8 Volume Mass ÷ Density

(0,a)

(a,0)

y = x
2

y = x
3

y = -x
2

y =
1

x

Year 11 - Foundation Maths - Cycle One
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K: Information Needed for Transformations

1 Rotation Angle, direction, centre of rotation

2 Reflection Line of symmetry

3 Translation Vector

4 Enlargement Scale factor, centre of enlargement

L: Angle Facts

1 Angles on a straight line add up to 

180o

2 Angles around a point add to 360o

3 Vertically opposite angles are equal

4 Angles in a triangle add up to 180o

5 Angles in a quadrilateral add up to 

360o

6 Base angles in an isosceles triangle are 

equal

7 Corresponding angles are equal

8 Alternate angles are equal 

9 Co-interior angles add up to 180o

L: Angle Facts

10 Sum of interior angles (% –  2)  × 180

11 Each interior angle in a regular 

polygon

% + 2 × 180

%

12 Each exterior angle in a regular 

polygon

360

%

13 Interior + exterior angle 180

14 Number of sides in a regular 

polygon

360

1,21$34$ �%561

M: Right-angled Triangles

1 Pythagoras’ theorem (longer) � 7 8 9 :

2 Pythagoras’ theorem (shorter) : + � 9 8

3 Hypotenuse The longest side, opposite the right angle 

(: in Pythagoras’ theorem)

4 Adjacent The side next to the given angle

5 Opposite The side opposite the given angle

6 Labelled Triangle

7
sin , = 

<==>?@AB

CD=>ABEF?B

8
cos , = 

GHIJKBEA

CD=>ABEF?B

9
tan , = 

<==>?@AB

GHIJKBEA

Year 11 - Foundation Maths - Cycle One
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N: Area

1 Rectangle 6 ×  L

2 Parallelogram 8 × ℎ

3
Triangle

8 × ℎ

2

4
Trapezium

1

2
� 7 8 ℎ

O: Circles

1 Radius

2 Diameter

3 Circumference

4 Chord

5 Tangent

6 Sector

7 Arc

8 Diameter R�N3OP × 2

9 Area of a circle Q$

10 Circumference 2Q$ or QN

O: Circles

11
Area of a sector

R

360
× Q$

12
Arc length

R

360
× QN

P: 3D Shapes

1 Face The flat surface of a solid shape

2 Edge The side of a shape where two faces meet

3 Vertex The corner of a shape where two or more 

edges meet

4 Surface area of

cuboid

2lw + 2hw +2lh

5 Surface area of 

cylinder

2πr 7 πdh

6 Volume of

cuboid

6 × L × ℎ

7 Volume of prism U$1� 4V :$4PP + P1:234% × 61%52ℎ

8 Volume of cylinder Q$ℎ

9 Volume of pyramid 1

3
× �$1� 4V 8�P1 × ℎ135ℎ2

Year 11 - Foundation Maths - Cycle One
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Year 11 - Higher Maths - Cycle One

C: Further Trigonometry

1 Sine rule

(finding angle)

����

�
�

����

�
�  

���


�

2 Sine rule

(finding length)

�

����
�

�

����
�  

�

���


3 Cosine rule

(finding angle) ���� �
� � � � � 

2��

4 Cosine rule

(finding length)

� � � � � � 2������

5 Area of a triangle 1

2
�����


D: Trigonometric Graphs

1 Sin graph

2 Cos graph

3 Tan graph

E: Exact Values

1 Sin 0= 0

2 Sin 30= 1

2

3 Sin 45= 2

2

4 Sin 60= 3

2

5 Sin 90= 1

6 Cos 0= 1

7 Cos 30= 3

2

8 Cos 45= 2

2

9 Cos 60= 1

2

10 Cos 90= 0

11 Tan 0= 0

12 Tan 30= 1

3

13 Tan 45= 1

14 Tan 60= 3

15 Tan 90= ∞

A: Graph Transformations

1
Translation 

�

0
���� → ��� � ��

2
Translation 

0

�

� � → � � � �

3 Reflection in the y axis � � → � ��

4 Reflection in the x axis � � → �� �

B: Circles Theorems

1 The angle in a semi-circle is 90o

2 The angle at the centre is twice the angle at 

the circumference

3 Angles in the same segment are equal

4 Opposite angles in a cyclic quadrilateral add 

up to 180o

5 The angle between the radius and the tangent 

is 90o

6 Alternate segment theorem

7 The tangents to a circle from the same point 

are equal

8 The radius through the midpoint of the chord 

will bisect the chord at 90o
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F: Statistics

1 Median from a list of 

numbers

The number which is in the 
���


�ℎ position

2 Lower quartile from a 

list of numbers

The number which is in the 
���

�
�ℎ position

3 Upper quartile from a 

list of numbers

The number which is in the 
 �����

�
�ℎ position

4 IQR Upper quartile – lower 

quartile

5 Frequency density 

triangle

6 Frequency = Frequency Density x Class 

Width

7 Frequency density = Frequency ÷ Class Width

8 Histogram Height of bars is frequency 

density

9 Frequency polygon Plot (midpoint, frequency) 

and join with straight lines 

using a ruler

10 Cumulative frequency Plot (endpoint, frequency) 

and join with a curved line

G: Proof

1 Even number 2n

2 Odd number 2n +1

3 Consecutive

numbers

n, n+1, n+2

4 Consecutive even 

numbers

2n, 2n+2, 2n+4

5 Consecutive odd 

numbers

2n+1, 2n+3, 2n+5

6 Two different even

numbers

2n and 2m

7 Two different odd 

numbers

2n+1 and 2m+1

H: Index Laws

1 �!� 1

��

2
�

�
� �"

I: Quadratic Sequences

1 nth term �� � �� � �

2 2nd difference 2�

3 2nd term – 1st term 3� � �

4 1st term � � � � �

J: Functions

1 f-1(x) Inverse function

2 f(g(x)) Composite 

function

K: Quadratic Formula

1 Form of 

equation to 

solve with 

quadratic 

formula

�� � �� � � = 0

2 Quadratic 

formula � �
�� ± � � 4��

2�

L: Similar Shapes

1 Area scale 

factor

(Length scale 

factor)2

2 Volume scale 

factor

(Length scale 

factor)3

Year 11 - Higher Maths - Cycle One
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Year 11 - Media BTEC - Cycle One

A Cinematography

1 High angle
Shot from above to make something seem 

smaller

2 Low angle
Shot from below to make something seem 

bigger

3 Hard light (low key) Creates sharp shadows

4 Soft light (high key) Creates less contrast between light and dark

5 Rule of thirds Framing using a nine box grid

6 Framing How things are visible

7 Centrally framed Object / character is in the middle of the frame

8 Tightly framed Object / character shown fills the screen

9 Pan Horizontal movement

10 Tilt Vertical movement

11 Tracking Movement through space to follow a subject

12 Zoom / reverse zoom A rapid movement to or from close up

B Editing

1 Straight cut An instant change from one framing to another

2 Fade in A dark screen that gradually brightens to a shot

3 Fade out A shot that gradually darkens to a dark screen

4 Wipe A line that passes over the screen, changing one shot to another

5 Dissolve One shot gradually disappears whilst the next appears

6 Match cut Creates a cut between two similar visuals

7 Cut away A cut that draws attention to something particular

8 Crosscutting Alternating between two narratives

9 Jump cut
Two shots of the same subject taken from only slightly different 

positions

10 Continuity editing Editing style to make a film as realistic as possible

11 Eyeline match Cutting from characters to what they see

12 180 degree rule All shots of a single scene should be from the same 180° plane

13 Match on action Cutting from one shot to another with matching action

14 Shot reverse shot
Showing a conversation from two characters’ point of view, one 

after another
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Year 11 - Media GCSE - Cycle One

A Conventions of Advertising

1 Music
An inspiring soundtrack used to engage with 

the audience

2 Strapline
The slogan of the advert; the line that is 

repeated across a campaign

3 Celebrity The use of a star to endorse the product

4 Logo
The symbol used to represent the organisation 

or product advertised

5 Iconography
The look and symbols of the advert, including 

typography

6
Mode of 

address
The way that the advert speaks to the audience

7
Product 

demonstration

Shots that show the use and purpose of the 

product

8
USP (unique 

selling point)
What makes the product different

9
Persuasive 

language 

Language used to convince the audience of the 

message

B Advertising Close Study Products

1 Represent: Year 2016

2 Represent: Organisation NHS

3 Represent: Purpose To increase the number of BAME blood donors

4 Represent: Form Hybrid of music video and social action advert

5 Represent: Strapline Do something amazing, give blood

6 Moon River: Year 2013

7 Moon River: Organisation Galaxy

8 Moon River: Purpose To increase sales of Galaxy chocolate

9 Moon River: Form Pastiche

10 Moon River: Strapline Why have cotton when you can have silk?

11 Woman’s Own: Year 1955

12 Woman’s Own: Organisation OMO

13 Woman’s Own: Purpose To increase sales of OMO washing powder

14 Woman’s Own: Form Print (magazine)

15 Woman’s Own: Strapline OMO adds brightness to whiteness
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GCSE Religious Studies: Christianity

Beliefs and Teachings

1 Omnibenevolent
The state of being all-loving and infinitely

good

2 Omnipotent All-powerful, almighty and unlimited

3 Omniscient All-knowing

4 Transcendent Outside of the universe

5 Trinity
The three persons of God: Father, Son and 

Holy Spirit

6 Incarnation God becoming human in the form of Jesus

7 Atonement
The belief that Jesus’ death on the cross 

healed the rift between humans and God

8 Resurrection
The belief that Jesus rose from the dead 

on Easter Sunday, conquering death

9 Monotheism The belief in one God

10 Transcendent Outside of the universe

11
The Apostles 

Creed
A prayer which recites key Christian beliefs

12 Messiah
A title given to Jesus who believe he is a 

saviour

13 Ascension
When Jesus rose into heaven after his 

resurrection

14 Salvation Saving from sin and its consequences

Practices

15 Liturgical worship
When worship follows a set structure or 

pattern

16 Informal worship Spontaneous worship

17 Individual worship Personal worship alone

18 Set prayers
Established prayers that are memorised and 

used, e.g. the Lord’s Prayer

19
Extemporaneous 

prayers
Non-formulaic, spontaneous prayers

20 Informal prayers
Uses informal, colloquial language when 

praying

21 Sacraments
An outward sign of an invisible and inward 

blessing by God

22 Baptism
A ceremony which symbolises purification, 

regeneration or admission in to the Church

23 Eucharist

A sacrament commemorating the Last 

Supper, in which bread and wine is blessed 

and eaten

24 Christmas Celebration remembering Jesus’ birth

25 Easter
Celebration remembering Jesus’ death and 

resurrection

26 Ecumenical Promoting worldwide Christian unity

27 Pilgrimage A journey to a place of religious significance

28 Evangelism
Preaching the gospel to others to convert 

them to the Christian faith 31



GCSE Religious Studies: Islam

Beliefs and Teachings

1 Tawhid The belief in the oneness of God

2
Prophethood / 

Risalah

Messengers of God, beginning with Adam and 

ending with Prophet Muhammad

3 Halal Actions of things permitted in Islam

4
Haram Any actions or things which are forbidden in 

Islam

5
Shari’ah Law; a set of moral and religious principles set 

out by the Qur’an and Hadith

6 Ummah Worldwide Muslim community

7 Islam Means submission or peace

8 Qur’an Means ‘recitation’, the holy book for Muslims

9 Sunnah The record of all that Muhammad said and did

10 Hadith The sayings of the Prophet Muhammad

11 Sunni One who follows the Sunnah

12 Shi’a From the house of Ali

13
Malaikah Angels; interact with human lives and bring 

Allah’s divine message

14
Al-Qadr The belief that God is responsible for everything 

and has set out a divine destiny for all things

15
Shirk The sin of worshipping something else other 

than God

16 Hanif Believed in one God before Islam

17 Muhammad The final prophet who was given the Qur’an

Practices

18 Jihad Means to strive or struggle

19 Greater Jihad Inner spiritual struggle to become a good Muslim

20 Lesser Jihad A physical struggle or holy war

21
Mosque A place of prostration for Muslims, a communal 

place of worship

22 Ibadah Acts of worship

23
Shahadah The declaration of faith which states ‘there is no 

God but God and Muhammad is his prophet’

24 Salah Prayer, five times a day

25 Zakah Charity, giving money to the poor

26
Sadaqah Any good deed done on top of Zakah; giving from 

the heart

27 Khalifah Steward

28 Sawm Fasting during the month of Ramadan

29 Hajj Pilgrimage to Makkah

30 Ihram Purity

31 Id-ul-Adha Festival of sacrifice

32
Id-ul-Fitr Three day celebration which takes place at the 

end of Ramadan

33
Ashura (Sunni) A day of fasting, based on the Jewish day of 

atonement

34
Ashura (Shi’a) A day of sorrow where they remember the 

martyrdom of Husayn 32



GCSE Religious Studies: Issues of Relationships

1 Adultery

Voluntary sexual intercourse between a 

married person and a person who is not 

their spouse

2 Divorce To legally end a marriage

3 Cohabitation
To live together in a sexual relationship 

without being married

4 Commitment
A sense of dedication and obligation to 

someone or something

5 Contraception

Methods used to prevent a woman from 

becoming pregnant during or following 

sexual intercourse

6 Gender equality

People of all genders enjoying the same 

rights and opportunities in all aspects of 

their lives

7 Responsibilities
Actions/duties you are expected to carry 

out

8 Roles
Position, status or function of a person in 

society

9 Patriarchal A family or society controlled by men

10 Matriarchal A family or society controlled by women

11 Annulment
The recognition that a marriage was not 

legal in the first place and is then dissolved

12 Separation
Where a couple is still married but lives 

apart

13 Promiscuity
Having a number of casual sexual 

relationships

14 Fidelity Being sexually faithful

15 Procreation Reproduction

16 Chastity
Not having a sexual relationship until 

married

17 Celibacy
When a person decides to never have a 

sexual relationship

18
Natural Moral 

Law

An ethical theory which is based on 5 

fundamental laws

19 Ordination
The process by which someone becomes a 

priest
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GCSE Religious Studies: Issues of Life and Death

1 Afterlife
The belief that existence continues after 

physical death

2
Environmental 

Sustainability

Using resources that will not harm the 

environment

3 Euthanasia

The act of killing or permitting the death 

of someone who is suffering from a 

terminal illness

4 Evolution

The process by which different living 

creatures have developed from earlier less 

complex forms

5 Abortion
When a pregnancy is ended so it does not 

result in the birth of a child

6 Quality of life
The extent to which life is pleasurable and 

meaningful

7 Sanctity of life The belief that life is precious, or sacred

8 Soul
The spiritual aspect of a human being, 

which connects them to God

9 Cosmology The study of the origins of the universe

10 Big Bang Theory
Scientific explanation for the origin of the 

universe

11 Literal
Understanding something exactly as it is 

written

12 Non-literal
Looking at language, form and context 

when interpreting scripture

13 Creationism
The belief that God made the world in 6 

actual days

14 Intelligent Design
The idea that certain features of life are best 

explained by an intelligent cause

15 Global citizenship
We should see ourselves as part of a world 

community

16 Stewardship To live in harmony with nature

17 Dominion To rule over nature

18 Medical ethics
The process of deciding what is good or bad 

within medicine

19 Conception When the egg and the sperm meet

20 Ensoulment The moment at which a person gains a soul

21 Situation ethics
Judging the rightness or wrongness of 

actions on a case-by-case basis

22 Hospice
A place where people with terminal 

illnesses can die with dignity

23 Palliative care
Care the focuses on relieving pain and 

suffering

24 Dualism
The belief that we are made of two separate 

parts; body and soul

25 Materialism
The view that nothing else exists apart from 

matter

26 Rite A ritual or solemn ceremony 34



GCSE Religious Studies: Issues of Good and Evil

1 Good
That which is considered morally right, 

beneficial and to our advantage

2 Evil
That which is considered extremely 

immoral, wicked and wrong

3 Forgiveness To grant pardon for a wrongdoing

4 Free will
The ability to make choices voluntarily or 

independently

5 Justice
Fairness; where everyone has equal 

provisions and opportunity

6 Morality
Principles and standards determining 

which actions are right or wrong

7 Punishment
A penalty given to someone for a crime or 

wrong they have done

8 Sin
Deliberate immoral action, breaking a 

religious or moral law

9 Suffering
Pain or distress caused by injury, illness or 

loss

10 Conscience
An inner voice that guides a person in 

moral decision making

11 Absolute morality
When a person has a principle and never 

alters it

12 Relative morality

When a person holds a principle but is 

prepared to adapt or change it in certain 

situations

13 Restorative justice

Enabling criminals to make amends for their 

behaviour by meeting a victim and 

apologising

14 Reformer
Someone who pressurises to change 

something for the better

15 Quaker

A Christian denomination whose central

belief is that every human is a reflection of 

the image of God

16 Parole officer
A person who supports a prisoner on their 

release from prison

17 Chaplain
Provide pastoral care and religious guidance 

for prisoners

18 Humane Showing kindness and compassion

19
Capital 

punishment
Death penalty

20 Exoneration A conviction for a crime is reversed

21 Reconciliation
Accepting an apology, forgiving and moving 

on

22 Shaytan Satan or the devil

23 Moral evil Evil caused by human actions

24 Natural evil Evil caused by natural events

25 Problem of evil
If God is loving and powerful, how can evil 

exist?

26 Theodicy
An argument which protects God against 

the problem of evil 35



GCSE Religious Studies: Issues of Human Rights

1 Censorship

The practice of suppressing and limiting 

access to materials considered to be 

offensive or a threat to security

2 Discrimination
Acts of treating groups of people, or 

individuals differently, based on prejudice

3 Prejudice
Pre-judging people to be inferior or 

superior without cause

4 Extremism

Believing in and supporting ideas that are 

very far from what most people consider 

correct or reasonable

5 Human rights

The basic entitlements of all human 

beings, given to them because they are 

human

6
Personal 

conviction

Something a person strongly feels or 

believes in

7 Relative poverty

A standard of poverty measured in 

relation to the standards of a society in 

which a person lives

8 Absolute poverty

An acute state of deprivation, whereby a 

person cannot access the most basic 

human needs

9 Social justice
Promoting a fair and just society by 

challenging injustice and valuing diversity

10 Agape Selfless, unconditional love

11
Liberation

theology

Thinking that God has the power to change 

situations in the world that are unjust

12
Religious

expression

Expressing your faith through clothing, or 

other forms of public declaration

13 Marginalised Put in a place of little importance

14 Racism
Prejudice and discrimination directed 

against someone of a different race

15 Apartheid
A system of segregating people by races, 

used in South Africa

16 Fairtrade Giving people a fair wage for their work

17 Christian Aid
A Christian charity which helps the poor, 

inspired by Christian values

18 Islamic Relief
A Muslim charity which helps the poor, 

inspired by Islamic values
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A Science Key Terms

1 Homeostasis

Maintaining a constant internal 

environment to ensure body temperature, 

blood glucose, and blood water content are 

all regulated

2 Stimulus A change in the environment

3 Receptor Detects a stimulus

4 Effector
An organ that carries out a response (a 

muscle or a gland)

5 Hormone

A chemical messenger that travels in the 

bloodstream and causes a response over a 

wide area

6 Gland
An organ that releases hormones into the 

bloodstream

7 Insulin

Released by the pancreas when blood 

glucose levels are too high; causes glucose 

to be converted to glycogen

8 Glycogen
A sugar that is used to store glucose in the 

liver and muscles

9 Type 1 diabetes

A condition where the pancreas does not 

release insulin; controlled by insulin 

injections, dietary restrictions and exercise

10 Type 2 diabetes

A condition where body cells no longer 

respond to insulin; controlled through 

dietary restrictions and exercise

Year 11 - Biology - Cycle One (Topic 5: Homeostasis (Paper 2))

B Science Key Terms

1 FSH
Causes eggs to mature in the ovary and stimulates 

the ovary to produce oestrogen

2 Oestrogen
Causes the uterus lining to thicken and stops the 

pituitary gland releasing FSH

3 LH Causes the ovary to release an egg into the oviduct

4 Progesterone Maintains the lining of the uterus 

5 Neurone A nerve cell; carries electrical impulses

6 Synapse
A gap between two neurones; messages cross the 

gap using a chemical

7
Sensory 

neurone

A neurone that carries a message from a receptor to 

the central nervous system 

8 Relay neurone
Connects a sensory neurone to a motor neurone, 

bypassing the brain

HIGHER ONLY

1 Glucagon

Released by the pancreas when blood glucose levels 

are too low; causes glycogen to be converted to 

glucose

2
In Vitro 

Fertilisation

Women are treated with FSH and LH, then eggs are 

collected and fertilised in the lab; embryos are 

surgically implanted into the mother

3 Adrenaline

A hormone that increases the heart rate and boosts 

the delivery of oxygen and glucose to the brain and 

muscles, preparing the body for ‘flight or fight’

4 Thyroxine
A hormone released from the thyroid gland to 

control basal metabolic rate 37



Year 11 - Chemistry - Cycle One (Topics 6 - Rates of Reaction (Paper 2))

A Science Key Terms

1 Rate of reaction
How quickly reactants are turned into 

products

2
Activation 

energy

The minimum energy that particles must 

have to successfully collide

3

Factors which 

affect the rate 

of reaction

Temperature, concentration of reactants 

(or pressure if it is a gas), surface area, 

and presence of a catalyst 

4 Catalyst

Speeds up the rate of reaction by 

lowering the activation energy, without 

being used up or changed

5

Effect of 

increasing 

temperature

The particles will move faster so will 

collide more frequently and the particles 

will collide with more energy (more 

successful collisions) 

6

Effects of 

increasing 

concentration

There are more particles in a 

fixed volume so they will collide 

more frequently 

7

Effect of 

increasing gas 

pressure

The particles are in a smaller 

space and therefore closer 

together so will collide more 

frequently 

8

Effect of 

increasing 

surface area

More particles are exposed and 

able to collide in a set period of 

time

9
Reversible 

reactions

The products can react to 

produce the original reactants  

10 Closed system
When nothing can escape or get 

in 

11 Equilibrium

When the rate of forward 

reaction and backward reaction 

are equal in a reversible reaction, 

the amount of products and 

reactants will remain constant
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Year 11 - Physics - Cycle One (Topic 5: Forces (Paper 2))

B Science Key Terms

1
Elastic 

deformation

When an object can return to its 

original shape and length after the 

force on it is removed

2
Hooke’s Law 

equation

Force = Extension x Spring Constant

3 Displacement

This measures the distance and 

direction that an object has travelled 

in a straight line from its starting point 

to its finishing point 

4 Acceleration

The change in an object’s velocity 

within a certain time; measured in 

m/s2

5
Equation for 

acceleration

Acceleration = Change in velocity

Time taken

6 Drag

The frictional forces experienced when 

an object passes through a fluid, e.g. 

air resistance; increases as speed 

increases

7
Terminal

velocity

When the drag forces on a falling 

object equal its weight, the object 

stops accelerating and reaches its 

maximum speed 

A Science Key Terms

1
Vector 

quantity

Quantity with size and direction, e.g. 

velocity, force, displacement, acceleration

2
Scalar 

quantity

Quantity with size only, e.g. speed, 

distance, mass

3 Contact force

When two objects have to be touching 

for a force to act, e.g. friction, air 

resistance

4
Non-contact 

force

When two objects do not have to be 

touching for a force to act, e.g. magnetic 

force, gravitational force

5 Newtons (N) The unit of force

6 Mass Measured in kilograms (kg)

7 Weight
The force acting on an object due to 

gravity

8
Equation for 

weight

Weight = Mass x Gravitational Field 

Strength

9 Work done

The energy transferred when a force 

moves an object; measured in Joules (J) 

or Newton metres (Nm) 

10
Work done 

equation
Work done = Force x Distance
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Year 11 - Physics - Cycle One (Topic 5: Forces (Paper 2))

C Science Key Terms

1
Newton’s first 

law

A resultant force is needed to change the 

motion of an object

2
Newton’s 

second law

The acceleration of an object is 

proportional to the resultant force on it 

and inversely proportional to its mass 

3
Second law 

equation
Resultant force = Mass x Acceleration

4
Newton’s third 

law

When two objects interact, the forces 

they exert on each other are equal and 

opposite

5 Light gates
A pair of sensors that can calculate an 

object’s speed and acceleration 

6
Stopping 

distance
Thinking distance + Braking distance

7
Thinking 

distance

Affected by speed and reaction time, e.g. 

tiredness, drugs, alcohol

8 Braking distance
Affected by speed, tyre and brake quality, 

and weather

9. Distance time graph

10. Velocity time graph

A = Steady speed

B = Stopped

C = Accelerating

D = Decelerating

A = Acceleration

B = Constant speed

C = Decelerating

A

B
C

D

A

B

C
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Year 11 - Chemistry - Cycle One (Topics 9 & 10: Atmosphere & Resources (Paper 2))

A Evolution of the Atmosphere

1 Phase 1
Volcanoes released carbon dioxide, water 

vapour and nitrogen

2 Phase 2

Water vapour condensed to form the 

oceans; carbon dioxide dissolved into the 

oceans; algae and plants absorbed carbon 

dioxide during photosynthesis

3 Phase 3
Photosynthesis by plants and animals also 

released oxygen

4
Modern 

atmosphere
Contains 80% nitrogen and 20% oxygen

B Climate Change

1
Greenhouse 

effect

When greenhouse gases absorb long-wave 

radiation, keeping it in the Earth’s 

atmosphere 

2
Global 

warming

An increase in average global temperatures 

due to the enhanced greenhouse effect 

3
Greenhouse 

gases

Carbon dioxide, methane (released by 

cattle) and water vapour

4

Models of 

climate 

change

Complicated because they contain many 

variables; media bias may lead to 

speculation about their accuracy

C Air Pollution

1
Incomplete

combustion

When a fuel is burned in insufficient 

oxygen, causing particulates and 

toxic carbon monoxide to be 

produced

2
Global

dimming

Clouds of particulates reduce the 

amount of sunlight that can reach 

the Earth’s surface

3 Acid rain

Sulfur dioxide from burning fuels 

mixes with rainwater to create acid 

rain, which kills plants and damages 

buildings

5 Peer reviewed 

Climate change models are 

checked by other scientists to 

ensure reliability

6

Consequences 

of climate 

change

Polar ice caps melt, flooding, 

changes in rainfall patterns, 

changes in species distribution

7
Carbon 

footprint

The total amount of greenhouse 

gases produced over the lifecycle of 

a product

8

Reducing 

carbon 

footprint

Using renewable energy resources, 

putting a tax on CO2 emissions, 

capturing CO2 and storing 

underground
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Year 11 - Chemistry - Cycle One (Topics 9 & 10: Atmosphere & Resources (Paper 2))

D Using Resources

1
Renewable

resource

Can be replaced as quickly or quicker than 

it is used, e.g. timber

2
Non-renewable

resource

Used faster than it can be replaced, e.g. 

crude oil

3
Sustainable 

development

Meeting the needs of the existing 

generation without compromising the 

needs of future generations

4
Reducing the 

use of resources

Glass bottles can be reused, metal and 

glass can be recycled; this uses less 

energy than making new products from 

raw materials

5
Life cycle 

assessment

An assessment of the impact of every 

stage of a product’s life on the 

environment, e.g. a plastic bag

6 Life cycle stages
Raw materials, manufacture, use and 

disposal

7 Potable water

Water that is fit for human consumption 

because it has low levels of microbes and 

dissolved minerals

8
Treatment of 

fresh water

Filtration removes objects and 

particulates; sterilisation kills microbes, 

e.g. using chlorine gas or UV light

9 Desalination

Removing salt from seawater to 

make it potable, e.g. using reverse 

osmosis

10 Screening
Removal of large objects / grit from 

sewage

11 Sedimentation

Part of sewage treatment; solids 

sink to produce sludge, leaving 

liquid effluent floating on top 

E Material Properties

1 Ceramics

Non-metal solids with high melting 

points that aren’t made from 

carbon-based compounds, e.g. clay, 

glass 

2 Composites
Made when one material is 

embedded in another

3 Fibreglass

A composite of glass embedded in 

plastic; strong, but with a low 

density

4 Concrete
A composite of sand and gravel 

embedded in cement

5 Polymer

A long molecule, made of many 

repeating units (monomers), with 

covalent bonds between them42



6
Properties of 

polymers

Depend on the monomers they 

are made of and the way they are 

made

7 LD poly(ethene)

Made at a moderate temperature, 

with high pressure and a catalyst; 

flexible (used for plastic bags)

8 HD poly(ethene)

Made at a low temperature and 

with a different catalyst; rigid 

(used for water tanks and 

drainpipes) 

9
Thermosoftening

polymers

Weak forces between polymer 

chains means these can be easily 

melted and remoulded

10
Thermosetting 

polymers

Monomers in different chains are 

cross-linked; they do not soften 

when heated, so cannot be 

remoulded

11 Alloy

A mixture of a metal and another 

element; harder than pure metals 

because different sized atoms 

prevent layers of atoms from 

sliding over each other

F Corrosion

1 Corrosion

Where metals react with substances in 

their environment and are gradually 

destroyed

2
Formation of 

rust

Requires oxygen AND water:

Iron + oxygen + water  hydrated iron 

oxide

3
Preventing 

rusting

Painting / coating with plastic; 

electroplating iron with another metal; 

oiling; sacrificial protection

4
Sacrificial 

protection

A more reactive metal is put onto the 

surface of iron, so that it corrodes, 

rather than the iron underneath

G The Haber Process

1 Haber process
Uses nitrogen and hydrogen to make 

ammonia (NH3)

2
Haber process 

reaction

Iron catalyst; temperature of 450oC; 

pressure of 200 atmospheres

3 Ammonia

Reacts with oxygen and water to make 

nitric acid; reacts with nitric acid to 

produce ammonium nitrate, which is 

used in fertiliser

4 NPK fertiliser

Provide plants with essential nutrients: 

nitrogen, phosphorous and potassium, 

so increases crop yield

Year 11 - Chemistry - Cycle One (Topics 9 & 10: Atmosphere & Resources (Paper 2))
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Year 11 - Physics - Cycle One (Topic 8: Space (Paper 2))

B The Life Cycle of a Star (much bigger than our sun)

Birth and main sequence are the same as the above cycle

1
Red

supergiant

When the hydrogen has been used up, 

the star swells out to become a red 

supergiant and then collapses; the 

matter surrounding the core compresses 

the core more and more

2 Supernova
The compression suddenly reverses in an 

explosion called a supernova 

3
Neutron 

star

The core of a supernova compresses 

further to become a neutron star 

(extremely dense)

4 Black hole
If the star is big enough, a neutron star 

will become a black hole

A The Life Cycle of a Star (the same size as our sun)

1
Gravitational

attraction
Pulls together clouds of dust and gas

2 Protostar

When clouds of dust and gas merge together, 

they become denser, this increases the 

temperature

3
Nuclear

fusion

If the protostar becomes hot enough, hydrogen 

nuclei fuse together to form helium nuclei, 

which releases energy

4

Main 

sequence of 

the star

This is the main stage of the lifecycle; energy is 

radiated due to fusion reactions in the core, 

which keeps the core hot, so fusion continues

5
Stability of 

the star

Radiation such as gamma radiation flows out in 

all directions; the star is stable because the 

force of gravity inwards equals the outward 

force of the radiation

6

End of main 

sequence 

phase

When the hydrogen has been used up, the core 

collapses and its layers swell out

7 Red giant

The star cools down and turns red, forming a 

red giant; helium and other light elements fuse 

in the core to form heavier elements. When 

fusion has stopped, no more radiation is 

released and the star collapses under its own 

gravity

8

White dwarf It heats up and turns yellow then white 

to become a white dwarf (very hot and 

dense)

9
Black dwarf The white dwarf goes cold and becomes 

a black dwarf
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Year 11 - Physics - Cycle One (Topic 8: Space (Paper 2))

C The Universe

1 Orbit
When an object moves around a much bigger object in a circular or elliptical shape; 

this is due to the force of gravitational attraction

2 Centripetal force
Force acting towards the centre of a circle such as the force of gravity on a planet 

from the sun

3 Satellite An object which orbits a much larger object

4 Geostationary satellites
Satellites which orbit the Earth in the same direction as the Earth’s spin so they stay 

above the same place on the Earth, e.g. communication satellites

5 Monitoring satellites

Satellites fitted with TV cameras pointing towards the Earth; they are in much lower 

orbit and orbit the Earth every 2-3 hours and are used for weather forecasting, 

monitoring the environment, etc

6 The Big Bang theory

A model to explain how the universe began: The universe is expanding after 

exploding suddenly from a small, hot, dense region which created space, time and 

matter

7
Cosmic microwave 

background radiation

Radiation which was created as high-energy gamma radiation just after the Big 

Bang; it has been travelling through space since and has stretched out to form 

longer wavelength microwave radiation

8 Red shift

Light waves from a distant star or galaxy which have been stretched because it is 

moving away from us; the wavelength of the wave has therefore increased and is 

shifted towards the red end of the spectrum

9 Dark matter
The missing mass of the universe which cannot be seen; it is the mass of a galaxy 

minus the stars in it 

10 Galaxy A collection of billions of stars
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Year 11 - Spanish – Cycle One 

A Vocabulario: vacaciones, festivals y mediomabiente

1 En invierno In winter

2 En verano In summer

3 En otoño In autumn

4 En primavera In spring

5 Al norte / sur / este / oeste In the north / south / east / west

6 Al extranjero Abroad

7 Hacer buceo To dive

8 Ir de paseo To go for a walk

9 Ver un partido To watch a match

10 Perder mi vuelo To miss my flight

11 Hacer una barbacoa To have a barbecue

12 Un albergue juvenile A youth hostel

13 Una pensión A bed and breakfast (B&B)

14 Una piscina cubierta An indoor swimming pool

15 Acogedor Cozy

16 Una cama de matrimonio A double bed

17 El ascensor The lift

18 La ducha The shower

19 La luz The light

20 El desfile The parade

21 El concurso The contest

22 La hoguera The bonfire

23 Los fuegos artificiales The fireworks

24 Saltar To jump

25 Disfrazarse To dress up

26 Quemar To burn

27 Matar To kill

28 Tirar To throw

29 Vestirse To get dressed

30 Acostarse To go to bed

31 Ahorrar To save

32 Cerrar To close

33 La contaminación atmosférica Atmospheric pollution

34 Apagar To switch off

35 Desenchufar To unplug

36 El hambre Hunger

37 Los incendios Fires

38 La pobreza Poverty

39 Las inundaciones Floods

40 Las sequías Draughts

41 Mantenerse To keep / to stay

42 Evitar To avoid

43 Perjudicial Harmful 46



Year 11 – BTEC Sport – Unit Two (Practical Performance in Sport)

A Terminology

1 Rules

Defines what is allowed and not allowed to 

occur during a competitive sporting 

situation

2 Regulations

Created by the sport’s governing body 

resulting in agreed principles that need to 

be implemented

3 Scoring system
The requirement to ascertain victory in the 

form of goals or points

4 Officials

A person of authority who is responsible 

for controlling a game from a neutral point 

of view

C Types of Skills

1 Continuous skill The skill has no obvious beginning or end 

2 Discrete skill The skill has a clear beginning and end 

3 Serial skill
A series of discrete skills when combined 

together produce an organised movement 

E Components of Physical Fitness

1
Muscular 

endurance

The ability to use voluntary muscles

repeatedly without getting tired

2
Muscular 

strength

The amount of force a muscle can generate 

when it contracts to overcome resistance

3
Body 

composition

The ratio of fat to fat free mass (e.g. vital 

organs, muscle, bone, etc) in the body

4 Flexibility The range of movement possible at a joint

5
Cardiovascular 

fitness

The ability to exercise the body for long 

periods of time without getting tired

6 Speed
How quickly a movement can be 

performed or a distance can be covered

D Types of Practice

1 Isolated practice

Skills and techniques demonstrated

independently without any pressure or 

external forces to help with success rate

2
Conditioned 

practice

Skills and techniques demonstrated in 

scenarios with different types of pressure 

attached to them

3
Competitive 

situations

Skills and techniques are demonstrated in 

situations in game-like conditions

B Types of Demands

1
Technical 

demands
The skills and techniques required

2
Tactical

demands

Decision-making and strategies to 

overcome an opponent, including using 

personal strengths 
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Year 11 – BTEC Sport – Unit Three (Applying the Principles of Personal Training)

A Goal Setting

1 Short-term goals
A goal that is set over a short period of 

time, between one day and one month

2
Medium-term

goals

A goal that should give progressive 

support towards achievement of long-

term goals

3 Long-term goals
Something you want to achieve in the 

future

4 Aim 
Provides details of what you would like to 

achieve for the selected activity / sport

5 Objectives

How they intend to meet their aims using 

an appropriate component of fitness and 

method of training

6 PARQ Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire

C SMARTER Targets

1 S Specific Your goal must be clear

2 M Measurable

To know if your goal has been met 

successfully, it must be something that can 

be measured

3 A Achievable
An achievable goal means it is something 

that is possible for you to do

4 R Realistic
A realistic goal is one that is possible given 

all the factors involved

5 T Time-bound
Goals must be assigned a time frame for 

completion

6 E Exciting

Your motivation to strive towards your 

goal is driven by the emotions you 

associate with those goals

7 R Recorded

Keeping a log of your goals so you are 

more likely to stay committed to the 

pursuit of your goals

B Body Systems

1
Cardiorespiratory

system

Consists of the heart and blood vessels 

which work with the respiratory system

2
Musculoskeletal 

system

A combination of the muscular and 

skeletal systems working together 

including the bones, muscles, tendons 

and ligaments of the body

D Principles of Training

1
Progressive 

overload 

Making training steadily harder to 

gradually improve fitness

2 Variation Training must be varied to avoid boredom
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Year 11 – BTEC Sport – Unit Three (Applying the Principles of Personal Training)

Bones in the Body Muscles in the Body

Respiratory System

A Lungs

B Bronchi

C Bronchioles

D Alveoli

E Diaphragm 

1 Cranium

2 Clavicle

3 Scapula

4 Humerus

5 Ulna

6 Radius

7 Carpals

8 Metacarpals

9/18 Phalanges

10 Sternum

11 Pelvis

12 Femur

13 Patella

14 Tibia

15 Fibula

16 Tarsals

17 Metatarsals

Lower Body Muscles

I Gluteus Maximus

J Quadriceps

K Hamstring

L Tibialis Anterior

M Gastrocnemius

Upper Body Muscles

A/F Deltoid 

B Pectorals Major

C Bicep

D Abdominals

E
External

Obliques

G Triceps

H Latissimus Dorsi

Cardiovascular System

A Aorta

B Vena Cava

C Right Atrium

D Right Ventricle

E Pulmonary Artery

F Left Atrium

G Left Ventricle

H Septum

1

10

11

12

13

14

15

18
17

16

8

9

7

6

5

4

3

2 A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I
J

L

K

M

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H
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Year 11 – BTEC Sport – Unit Six (Leading Sports Activities)

A Sports Leaders

1 Leadership Leading a group of people

2 Attributes 
A quality or feature regarded as a characteristic of 

someone

3 Enthusiasm Intense and eager enjoyment, interest or approval

4
Core

responsibilities

These include professional conduct, equality and 

health and safety

5 Equality
Ensuring individuals or groups of individuals are 

treated the same

6
Wider 

responsibilities

Includes insurance, child protection, legal obligations, 

ethics and values, rules and regulations 

7 Ethics
The moral principles that govern a person’s 

behaviour or the conducting of an activity

B Warm-up

1 Pulse raiser 
Activities that can be used to gradually increase the 

pulse rate

2 Mobilise
Activities to mobilise the main joints of the body such 

as knees, hips, shoulders, ankles and wrists

3 Stretching
Loosening of the muscles to prepare the body for 

exercise

D Planning

1 Aim 
This provides details of what they would like to 

achieve for the selected activity / sport

2 Objectives

How they intend to meet their aims using an 

appropriate component of fitness and method of 

training

C Cool Down

1 Pulse lowering Activities that gradually decrease in intensity

F Types of Feedback

1 Feedback 
Specific information provided about the skill being 

performed

2 Intrinsic Feedback that is from within the performer

3 Extrinsic Feedback is from outside the performer

4 Concurrent This is feedback that is given during a performance

5 Terminal This is feedback that is given after the performance

E Guidance

1 Visual 
This is when the performer is shown the skill, via 

video, pictures or demonstrations

2 Verbal
This is when the performer is told the information 

about how to complete the correct technique
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